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Abstract 
A matroid has the Fulkerson property with respect to a fixed element Z if equality exists 
between the maximum feasible packing (possibly fractional) of circuits containing Z and the 
minimum capacity co-circuits containing .?. We study the operations of d-sums and Y-sums and 
give conditions under which these operations preserve the Fulkerson property. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we will assume familiarity with matroid theory. For an introduction, 
see [14]. 
Given a matroid K2 on a ground set S and an element Z E S, one can construct the 
following O/l matrix Q. The columns of Q are indexed by the elements of S - {Z} and 
the rows are indexed by the circuits of Sz containing &i. The entry of Q in column e and 
row z is 1 if element e occurs in circuit z, and 0, otherwise. The matrix Q is the 
incidence matrix of the port of the matroid D with respect to the element Z. Consider 
the following linear programs: 
min wt max ly 
(P) s.t. Qt > 1, (D) s.t. yQ < w, (1.1) 
t > 0. y 2 0. 
Here w is a nonnegative vector and 1, a vector of all 1’s. (P) and (D) are clearly dual 
linear programs. Define Sz to have the Fulkerson property with respect to e if(P) has 
integer optimal solutions for all w E WT. Equivalently, we can say that Q has the 
Fulkerson property. 
Define the polyhedron 
P(L?,e) = {t E R:IQt 2 l}. (1.2) 
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Clearly, Sz has the Fulkerson property with respect to e if and only if P(s2,c) has only 
integer vertices. 
Let s2* be the dual of the matroid Q2. sZ* is also defined on the ground set 5. Let Q* 
be the incidence matrix of the port of the matroid 52* with respect to the element e. 
Edmonds and Fulkerson [S] have shown that Q has the Fulkerson property if and 
only if Q* does. The following result is implied by Fulkerson (1970) in his work on 
blocking polyhedra. 
Theorem 1.1. The matroid 52 has the Fulkerson property with respect to 2 ifand only if 
P(S2,t?) = conv{tl t is a row ofQ*} + IL!:. 
It is easy to see that the matroid U& the uniform matroid of rank 2 on four 
elements, does not have the Fulkerson property with respect to any element. The 
corresponding matrix Q is given by 
1 0 1 
Q= 1 1 0 
[ 1 0 1 1 
and P(sZ, I?) always has the fractional vertex (l/2,1/2,1/2). Bixby [l] has shown that if 
e is any element in the ground set of a connected matroid 52 containing a U: minor, 
then Sz has a U: minor using c. Thus, a matroid with U: minor cannot have the 
Fulkerson property with respect to any element. The class of matroids not containing 
a Ui minor is the class of binary matroids. For the rest of the paper we restrict 
attention to binary matroids. In this case Q forms the incidence matrix of a binary 
clutter. 
Seymour [lo] defines Q as having the max-jlow min-cut property if both linear 
programs (P) and (D) in (1.1) have integer solutions for all integer vectors w. He has 
proved the following result. 0, Q and e are as described earlier. The definitions of the 
Fano (F,), dual Fano (FT), RIO, K5 and K: matroids are as given in [lo, 121. 
Theorem 1.2. If 52 is a binary matroid then Q has the max-jlow min-cut property ifand 
only if 52 does not contain, as a minor, the dual Fano F: containing the element .E 
No such minor minimal characterization is known for binary matroids with the 
Fulkerson property. 
A matroid is said to be regular if it does not contain either F, or F T as a minor. It 
follows from Seymour’s result that a binary matroid Sz has the Fulkerson property 
with respect to every element e in the ground set if it is regular. Seymour [ 121 has also 
shown that G? has the Fulkerson property with respect to every element in the ground 
set if it contains no F:, RI,, or KT minor. However, there are examples of matroids 
having the Fulkerson property with respect to a given element e even when these 
minors are present. 
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Given a binary matrix M, one can construct a binary matroid 52 by forming all 
integer linear combinations of the rows of M (mod2) and retaining those with 
minimal support. In some instances we will refer to 52 by the matrix M depending 
upon the context. 
We know of only the following three minimal matroids not having the Fulkerson 
property with respect to an element E. These are given in the following conjecture 
stated by Seymour [12]. These are given in the form of binary matrices M where the 
element 2 corresponds to the last column. 
Conjecture 1.1. Sz has the Fulkerson property with respect o 5 (e here corresponds to 
the last column) if and only if it contains none of the following as a minor: 
[lll;Y;]Y 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 11 1’ 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 
I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
In this paper we give a composition for matroids with the Fulkerson property. 
Decomposition/compositions have been used successfully in characterizing regular 
matroids [ 1 l] and matroids with the max-flow min-cut property [ 10,13,3]. One may 
be able to characterize matroids with the Fulkerson property using decomposi- 
tion/compositions and our result is a small step in this direction. 
Grijtschel and Truemper [6] have studied k-sums, k = 2,3, of binary matroids and 
polytopes arising from cycles of binary matroids. They relate the two compositions 
and use these results to characterize when a complete inequality description of the 
cycle polytope of a binary method is available. They are also able to construct 
polynomial time algorithms for the solution of the minimum weight cycle problems 
for some classes of binary matroids. Our work seems closely related to theirs. Other 
researchers to study this problem include Nobili and Sassano [S], Padberg [9], and 
Cornuejols and Novick [4]. 
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In Section 2 we define the composition operations and give some other definitions. 
We also review some of the related results mentioned above. Section 3 contains the 
main result of this paper. 
2. k-sums on binary matroids 
In this section we give some basic definitions and review the relevant results men- 
tioned in Section 1. Our discussion closely follows that of Griitschel and Truemper [6]. 
Given a matroid CJ on the ground set S and an integer k 2 1, let Si and Sz be 
a partition of S. The pair {S,,S,} is a k-separation of D if Si > k, i = 1,2, and 
r(S1) + r(S,) d r(S) + k - 1. Here r(SJ is the rank of the columns corresponding to &, 
i = 1,2. 52 is k-connected if it has no m-separation for m < k. 
We will consider a binary matroid Sz on ground set S to be given by a O/l matrix 
M with columns indexed by S and the property that each row of M is the incidence 
vector of a circuit of the matroid a. Let Ml and M2 be two O/l matrices with columns 
indexed by S1 and Sz, respectively. Let R(Mi), i = 1,2 be the set of rows of the two 
matrices. If mi is a row of Mi, i = 1,2, then the vector (mi,mJ is defined on the 
columns Siu&. Define the matrix Ml x M2 with columns indexed by S1uSz, where 
the set R(M1 x M,) of rows of Ml x M2 is given by 
R(M1 x M,) = {(ml, mz) 1 mi E R(Mi), i = 1,2} (2.1) 
The restriction of any row of Ml x M2 to Sip i = 1,2 gives a row of Miy i = 1,2. 
Let Szi, i = 1,2 be defined on the set Siu{e}, i = 1,2, as shown below. We assume 
that [Sin&l = 0. 
(2.2) 
1 (0) refers to a vector or matrix of all ones (zeros) depending on the context. Define 
the 2-sum s2 = a, +z a2 on the set Siu& where 
S1 s2 
____________________ 
PI x QI 
sz = f21+2 a2 = PO 
[ 1 0 . 0 Qo (2.3) 
We make the assumption that e is neither a loop nor a co-loop of &, i = 1,2, i.e., 
neither PI nor Qi has a row of all zeroes and both have at least one row. PI x Q1 is as 
defined in (2.1). 
There are several 3-sums possible but we will focus on only two cases. We first 
define a A-sum. Here we assume that 52i and a2 are two binary matroids defined on 
Siu{b)uZ and S,uZ, respectively, where lZ1 = 3, Z is a circuit of both Szi and a2 and 
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includes no co-circuit of either Qi or Qz. The circuits of ai and 52* can be partitioned 
as follows depending upon their support in Z. 
Z 
___________ 
Sru(c)er e2 e3 
____________________--__- 
Z 
___________ 
s2 et e2 e3 
_______________________ 
G?=QQ1+*Q2= 
-0 1 1 1 
Pi 1 
p2 1 
521 p3 1 = 
Pl 1 1 9 
f-22 = 
Pzl 1 
P3 1 1 
PO 0 0 0 
Define the d-sum D = 52i +A Q2 on the set S1u{~}uS2 to be 
SiU{~> s2 
‘0 1 1 1- 
Ql 1 
:: 1 1 
::I 11. 1 
Q3 1 1 
Qo 0 0 0 
PI x QI 
P2 x Qz 
p3 x Q3 
PO 0 
0 Qo 1. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Pi x Qi is as defined in (2.1). 
In the case of the Y-sum, Ql and O2 are defined as for the d-sum. However, Z is 
now assumed to be a co-circuit of both Ql and sZ2 and Z includes no circuit of either 
Ql or Q2. In this case we have 
cl e2 e3 el e2 e3 
____________ _________-_-- 
Define the Y-sum 52 = Qi +y CJ2 on the set S1u{F}uS2. 
Slu{q s2 
(2.6) 
P 12 x Q12 
p23 x Q23 
sZ=sZl+ysZ2= Pi3 x Q13 . I I PO Qo 
Pi x Qi, i = 1,2,3 is again defined as in (2.1). 
(2.7) 
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Remark 2.1. For each of the matroids Q1, sZZ and 52 we can define duals L?:, L?T and 
O*, respectively. The operations of taking k-sums can also be dualized. It can be 
shown that 
(c) (sz1+*!22)* = c2~++af2;21. 
The following results relate k-separations to k-sums and are very useful in proofs 
using decomposition/composition. The results are proved in [lo] (see also [2]). These 
results motivate the sufficiency conditions in Section 3 under which the Fulkerson 
property is preserved. 
Theorem 2.1. Let Sz be a 2-connected matroid on S having a 2-separation (S,, S,). Let 
e be an element not in S, and de$ne Si = SiU{e}, i = 1,2. Then one can define matroids 
Mi and Si such that 
(a) M is a 2-sum of MI and Mz, and 
(b) MI and Mz are isomorphic to minors of M. 
3-sums we consider apply only to binary matroids but all the properties under 
consideration (regularity, Fulkerson, etc.) do not hold in the non-binary case. 
Theorem 2.2. Let R be a binary matroid that is 3-connected having a 3-separation 
(S,, S,) with the added property that IS1l, (Szl 2 4. Then, there are binary matroids Q1 
and Qz on sets SI and S,, respectively, such that Si E Si, i = 1,2. 0 is the 3-sum of Q1 
and Q2, and Q1 and a, are isomorphic to minors of s2. 
We close this section with some results of Seymour [12] that are used in this paper. 
Some of his definitions are restated in our terminology. 
Consider a binary matroid Sz and its dual Q* that have circuits represented as rows 
R(M) and R(M*) of the binary matrices M and M*, respectively. Assume that n is the 
number of columns in M and M*, and r the number of rows in M. Given a column 
index k, define the set of rows R,(M*) to be 
R,(M*) = {m* E R(M*) 1 m*(k) = 11. 
R,(M*) is the set of rows of M* having a one in column k. m*(j) refers to the element 
of row m* in column j. Consider the two cones 
Cl = (t E R: ICJ=1:j+k m*(j)tj 2 tk for all m* E R,(M*), k = 1,2, . . . ,n}, (2.8) 
Cz = (t I t = Es= 1 Ujmj, C(j > 0, mj E R(M)). (2.9) 
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Ci is called the circuit minus cone of 52 and the corresponding inequalities in (2.8) are 
called the circuit minus inequalities. 
Seymour [ 123 defined a matroid Sz to have the sums of circuits property if Ci = Cz, 
i.e., the cone C1 has extreme rays that are the circuits of Sz. Seymour [12,16.4] has also 
proved the following result. 
Theorem 2.3. A matroid Sz has the sums of circuits property ifand only ifQ is binary and 
has no FT, RI,, or KT minor. 
As mentioned before, matroids with the sums of circuits property have the Fulker- 
son property with respect o each element in the ground set. 
3. k-sums and the Fulkerson property 
In this section we consider a binary matroid Szi having the Fulkerson property 
with respect to some fixed element E sZz is any other binary matroid. Q is formed 
as the k-sum, k = 2,3 of Sz 1 and Oz. It is assumed that Z does not belong to the 
ground set of Q2. In general, L? need not have the Fulkerson property with respect 
to e. We give conditions under which Q has the Fulkerson property with respect 
to c;. 
Bixby [I] has given both necessary and sufficient conditions for the case k = 2. In 
the following discussion we take @I to represent he empty set. We state Bixby’s result 
here since it motivates the sufficiency conditions identified by us for k = 3. 
Theorem 3.1 (Bixby). Let Q1 and Q2 be binary matroids on SIu{t?,e} and Szu{e}, 
respectively, where (SIu{e}}nS, = 8. A ssume that sZ1 and sZz have the Fulkerson 
property with respect to t? and e, respectively. Then Q = QI +2 Q2 (as desired in (2.3)) 
has the Fulkerson property with respect to 5. 
Note that the condition requiring O2 to have the Fulkerson property with respect 
to e is crucial. By Theorem 2.1 we know that Q2 is isomorphic to a minor 52, of 52. 
Since Q and O2 are connected, one can find an isomorphism taking 0, to Q2 that 
carries 2 to e. Thus, if Q2 does not have the Fulkerson property with respect to e, 
52 cannot have the Fulkerson property with respect o E Thus, Theorem 3.1 gives both 
a necessary and sufficient condition for s2 to have the Fulkerson property with respect 
to e. 
Corollary 3.1 (Bixby). Let RI and R2 be as defined in Theorem 3.1. Sz = Q1 +2 O2 has 
the Fulkerson property with respect to e if and only ifQ, has the Fulkerson property with 
respect to e and Q2 has the Fulkerson property with respect to e. 
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The same point becomes important when we consider 3-sums (as in (2.5)). By 
Theorem 2.2 we know that Q2 is isomorphic to a minor, Q,, of 52. If the ground set of 
Q,, contains e then we know that Q cannot have the Fulkerson property with respect 
to C if Q2 does not have the Fulkerson property with respect o ei, i E { 1,2,3) and the 
isomorphism carries e to ej, i E {1,2,3}. A natural extension of the condition in 
Theorem 3.1 to 3-sums would be to require that Q2 have the Fulkerson property 
with respect to each of el,e2 and e3. We have not been able to prove the result 
in this case or find a counterexample. The sufficient conditions we require are 
much stronger. We require Szz to have the sums of circuits property. This implies 
that Q2 has the Fulkerson property with respect to every element in its ground set 
(see [12,7]). 
Let Q1 and sZ2 be as defined in (2.4). Pi, i E (0, 1,2,3} can be partitioned according 
to the entries in the column corresponding to t?. Pi(l) corresponds to the rows of Pi 
having a 1 corresponding to 2 and Pi(O) corresponds to the rows having a 0. Form 
Sz = 521 +aQ2 as in (2.5). Let Qf, i = 1,2, be the duals of Qi, i = 1,2. By Remark 2.1 
we have the dual Q* to Sz where 
C?* = sz: +y n;. 
The matroids 0, S2T, i = 1,2, S&Q* are as shown below 
S1 e, e, e3 2 
521 = 
P,(l) 1 1 
P,(l) 1 1 
P3U) 1 1 
Pl (1) 1 1 1 
P,(l) 1 1 1 
P,(l) 1 1 1 
P,(l) 1 
P,(O) l 0 
P,(O) l 0 
P3 (0) 1 0 
Pl (0) 1 1 0 
P,(O)1 10 
P3(0)11 0 
PO(O) 0 
1 1 1 0 
52: = 
St ___-_______ 
R,,(l) 
R13(l) 
R,,(l) 
R,(l) 
R,,(O) 
R13@) 
R23@) 
R,(O) 
et e2 e3 t? 
__ -- ________ 
11 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 
11 0 
1 1 0 
1 1 0 
0 
(3.1) 
In Of, Rij (1) refers to rows that have a coefficient of 1 corresponding to ei, ej and C. 
Thus, if r E R,,(l) then (r, 1, LO, 1) is the incidence vector of a circuit of QT. If 
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r E R,(O) then (r, 0, 0, 0,O) is the incidence vector of a circuit of QT. The matroids Qz 
and Szz are defined as follows. 
i-22 = 
SI el e2 e3 ._______________--. 
Q11 
Q2 1 
Q3 1 
QI 11 
Q21 1 
Q3 1 1 
Qo 0 0 0 
1 1 1 
s2 el e2 e3 
(3.2) 
If q E Q1 then both (q, l,O,O) and (q,O, 1,l) are incidence vectors of circuits of Q2. 
The incidence matrices of 0 1 and a 7 will also be referred to as follows. 
S2u{c e2, e3) e 
______________________--- 
521= 
[ 
Wl 
wo ;I; a:=[;: (3.3) 
The matrices Wi and Yi, i = 0, 1, are defined from (3.1). 
The matroids Sz = Q1 +a Q2 and Sz 7 = Q: +,, 521 are defined on the ground set 
S1uS2u{t?> as follows. 
S1 s2 e s2 s2 e 
J’,(l) x QI 1 
P,(l) x Q2 1 
P,(l) x Q3 1 
PO(l) 1 
P,(O) x QI 0 
f’,(O) x Q2 0 
P3(0) x Q3 0 
Qo 0 
PO(O) 0 
Rl2U) x Tl2 1 
Rl3(1) x Tl3 1 
R,,(l) x T23 1 
R,(l) 1 
R,,(O) x T12 0 
R,,(O) x T13 0 
R23(0) x T23 o 
R,(O) 0 
To 0 
A x B is as defined in (2.1). 
The incidence matrices of Q and Q* will also be referred to as follows. 
O= 
[ 
Ul 
UO 
;I; a*=[;:, 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Ui and 6, i E (0, l} are defined from (3.4). The main result is stated for d-sums. Since 
Y-sums are dual operations, a corresponding statement is also true for Y-sums. 
Theorem 3.2. Let sZI and Q2 be two binary matroids as defined in (3.1) and (3.2) 
respectively. Z = (eI, e2, e3) is a circuit of both QI and Q2. Assume that !S2, has the 
Fulkerson property with respect to .? and that 0, has no F,, RIO or Ks minor (this 
implies that Q T has the sums of circuits property by Theorem 2.3). Then Sz = 52 1 +A Q 2 
also has the Fulkerson property with respect to e. 
Proof. Assume that n = IS1uS2(. Consider the two polyhedra 
FP1 = P(Q,e) = { x~lR~~U~x>l) and FP,=conv(xlxEV1/l)+R’!+. 
By x E V, we mean that x is a row of V,. This notation will be used in the rest of the 
proof. By Theorem 1.1, the matroid s2 has the Fulkerson property with respect o I? if 
and only if 
FP, = FP2. (3.6) 
U1 and I’, are incidence matrices of a pair of blocking binary clutters. This implies 
that FP2 C_ FP1. To show the reverse inclusion consider x E FPI. Let Xi, i = 1,2, be 
the restriction of x to Si, i = 1,2. Choose x = (xi, x2) such that x2 is minimal with 
respect o x1, i.e., there does not exist X2 < x2, X2 # x2 such that (x1,X2) E FP1. We 
now show that x E FP2. It is sufficient o consider such an x since both FP1 and FP2 
have the non-negative orthant as a recession cone. 
Define cli, i = 1,2,3 as follows. 
Cli = min{qx2 1 q E Qi>, i = 1,2,3. (3.7) 
Since x E FP1 we know that ux > 1 for all u E Ui. This, along with the definition Of C(i 
in (3.7), implies that 
Cli + PX~ 2 1 for p E Pi(l), i = 1,2,3, (3.8) 
and pxI 2 1 for p E P,(l). Without loss of generality we can assume that 
a1 > ~1~ 3 ffj. Clearly, 
Ml + a2 2 a,; ‘X1 + LX3 3 a2. (3.9) 
We now show that 
a,+cI3>c(1. (3.10) 
Let qi E Qi, i = 2,3 be such that qix2 = ai, i = 2,3. The vectors q2 and q3 exist from 
(3.7). Consider the vector q1 = q2 + q3 (mod2). Since sZ2 is a binary matroid as 
defined in (3.2) it follows that q1 contains a row of Q1. Since qi, i = 1,2,3 and x2 are 
binary vectors and q1 = q2 + q3 (mod 2) we have 
41x2 G q2x2 + 43x2. 
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Since q1x2 > CQ from (3.7), this implies (3.10). Consider the polyhedron 
P(Q1,e) = {y > 01 wly 2 11. 
Since Szi has the Fulkerson property with respect o 2, Theorem 1.1 implies that 
P(Q1,Z!) = conv{y E Y,} + R”:. (3.11) 
WI and Y 1 are defined in (3.3). Further, nl is the number of columns in each. We have 
thus shown from (3.8)-(3.10) that j = (x~,cQ,u~,Q) E P(Qi,e). From (3.11) it thus 
follows that 
j = CAiyi + 6, (3.12) 
where&>O,C&=l,yiE Yiand6~ [W”:.ai, i = 1,2,3 are minimal in that there does 
not exist (x1, El, E2, &) E P(S;Z,,e) with & < Ui, i = 1,2,3 with at least one inequality 
being strict. This follows from the definition of C(i n (3.7). This implies that 
c?(ei) =O for i = 1,2,3. (3.13) 
Given a vector y E Yi, let y(Si) be the restriction of y to the columns in Si. Define 
yi = CAi for i such that yi(Si) E Ri2(1), 
~2 = CAi for i such that yi(Si) E Ris(l), (3.14) 
~3 = CAi for i such that yi(Si) E R23(1). 
From (3.12)-(3.14) we have 
Yl + Y2 = El9 
Yl + Y3 = u2> (3.15) 
Y2 + Y3 = a3. 
System (3.15) has a unique solution given by r1 = (ai + a2 - ~~)/2; y2 = 
(CQ + ~1~ - a3)/2; and j3 = (CI~ + a3 - al)/2. 
In the second part of the proof we consider the vector t= (x2, a,, c(~, CI~) with Cli as 
defined in (3.7) for i = 1,2,3. We show that tcan be written as a nonnegative linear 
combination of the incidence vectors of the circuits of Sz f in (3.2). We also show that 
the total weight assigned to the rows of T r2, T13, T23 are $jl, v2 and y3, respectively, as 
defined by (3.15). This would show that x E FP2 since x = (x1,x2) can then be written 
as the sum of a convex combination of the rows of Vi and some nonnegative vector 
where the total weight assigned to the rows of R,,(l)x Ti2, Ri3(1)x Ti3 and 
R,,(l) x T23 are ?/i, yZ and jj3, respectively. 
By assumption, Sz 1 has the sums of circuits property. Let R(Q2) be the set of rows of 
Q2 in (3.2). Given a column index k, define the set of rows Rk(Q2) to be 
&(a,) = 14 E N&) I dk) = 11. 
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Let nz be the number of columns of sZz. Consider the circuit minus cone 
Cr = {t E lR”:l $J q(j)t(j) B t(k) for all 4 E R,(Q,), k = 42, . . . ,4.(3.16) 
j=l;j#k 
Since a,* has the sums of circuits property we have 
Cl = {t (t = Cqitiy yli 2 0, ti E R(SZz)}. 
We first show that t= (x2, al, IX~, c(~) E Ci. The circuit minus inequalities in (3.16) can 
be partitioned into three groups: 
(1.1) those defined by the circuit Z; 
(1.2) Those defined by circuits whose incidence vectors are rows corresponding to 
Qi, i = 1,2,3 in (3.2); and 
(1.3) those defined by the circuits whose incidence vectors are rows corresponding 
to Q. in (3.2). 
(3.9) and (3.10) imply that tsatisfies the three inequalities in (1.1). Next consider the 
inequalities in (1.2). Consider an arbitrary element k E Szu{e1,e2,e3>. Let q be the 
incidence vector of any circuit of Q2 containing k, where q(S2), the restriction of q to 
the columns in Sz, is a row of some Qi, i = 1,2,3. The corresponding circuit minus 
inequality is given by 
(3.17) 
If k E S2u{e1, e2, e3}, inequality (3.17) is satisfied since (3.7), (3.9) and (3.10) hold. Now 
consider k E S2. Assume that 4(S2) E Q1. The proof is similar in case 4(S,) E Q2 or 
48,) E Q3. (3.17) can be rewritten as 
(3.18) 
or 
Inequality (3.19) follows from (3.18) and (3.10). Thus, we need only show that (3.18) 
holds. 
If F(k) = 0, inequality (3.18) trivially holds. Thus, consider the case where @) > 0. 
Consider the vector X2 where 
X2(j) = 
I 
x2(j) for j # k, 
x2(j) -E for j = k, E > 0. 
By choice of x2 the vector 2 = (xi, X2) 4 FPr. i.e., one of the constraints in UiZ > 1 is 
violated. This implies that there exists some 4 E Qi, i = 1,2,3 such that 
jEsg,k, 4(.%2(j) + G)(x2(k) - 4 < ai 
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for all E > 0 (by definition of Gli and choice of x2, we have 4X2 < Ui). Clearly, we must 
have q(k) = 1 and ~7x2 = Cli. This implies that x,(k) < Cli. If i = 1, i.e., 4 E Qi we have 
F(k) = x,(k) < al. Ineqality (3.18) clearly holds in this case. If i = 2 (the proofis similar 
for i = 3) consider the vector 
4” = 4(S2) + q(mod2). 
Clearly, g(k) = 0 since q(k) = q”(k) = 1. Also, Lj contains a row of Q3 since q(S,) is a row 
of Qr and 4 a row of Q2. If (3.18) is not satisfied we have 
Wd = x,(k) > c qC.Mj) + ~1. (3.20) 
JeSz-{k] 
By the definition of 4 we have 
4x2 = ~2 = x,(k) + 1 4W2(A. 
From (3.20), (3.21) and the fact that x2(j) = F(j) for j E S2 we have 
(3.21) 
2 1 @(j)x,(j) + ~1~ (by definition of 4) 
j&-{k] 
>u3+a1 (since 4 contains a row of Q3). 
This contradicts (3.9). Thus, (3.18) must hold. 
Since k is chosen arbitrarily from S2 we have shown that all the circuit minus 
inequalities in (1.2) are satisfied by E 
Now we turn to the circuit minus inequalities (1.3). Consider q E Q. and k E S2. We 
want to show that 
(3.22) 
Once again, if F(k) = 0, inequality (3.22) holds. Assume that f(k) > 0. As in the 
argument for (1.2) there exists 4 E Qi, i = 1,2,3 such that qx2 = Cli and 4(k) = 1. Thus, 
tli = C ij(j)f(j) + F(k). 
& s2 - {k) 
(3.23) 
If tdoes not satisfy (3.22) then 
W = > C q(W). 
J’ESz -PI 
(3.24) 
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From (3.23) we have 
4 > jEsF-IXj IL&j) + dj)l W 
This is a contradiction since 4 = q + g(mod 2) has q*(k) = 0 and contains a row of Qi. 
This proves that all circuit minus inequalities are satisfied by E Thus, t E Cr. We can 
thus write 
t= Cv]iti, v]i > 0, ti E R(Oz). 
Let 
~1 = xvi for i such that ti(S,) E Tr2, 
12 = xvi for i such that ti(S2) E Trs, 
~3 = C?i for i such that ti(S2) E T23. 
Notice that ti(cj) = 0, j = 1,2,3 for ti(S2) E To. Thus, 
Pi + CL2 = El> 
Pl + P3 = k> 
P2+P3=a3. 
This system also has a unique solution given by pi = Ti, i 
for (3.15). 
Thus, we can write 
X = (X1, X2) = C /?iUi + 8, 
where pi > 0, Zpi = 1, Ui E Vr and 
1 Bi = 71 for i such that Vi E Rr2(1) x Tr2, 
1 pi = 72 for i such that Vi E R13(1) x T13, 
C pi = 73 for i such that tIi E R23(l) x T23. 
‘_ 1,2,3 where ri is as defined 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
This shows that x E FP2 implying that FP1 = FP2. This proves that Q has the 
Fulkerson property with respect o E 0 
Using duality, one obtains the following result for Y-sums. 
Corollary 3.2. Let Sz: and S2t be two binary matroids as dejined in (3.1) and (3.2), 
respectively. Z = (eI, e2, e3) is a co-circuit of both S2T and fit. Assume that SZT has the 
Fulkerson property with respect to t? and that s2f has no F T, RIO or K T minor. Then 
Q* = Sz 7 +Y 52: also has the Fulkerson property with respect to t?. 
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Remark 3.1. The main weakness with Theorem 3.2 is that if Q2 is F$ or KT, the 
theorem is not applicable since no A-sums are possible. Thus, F $ and K T can only be 
joined using 2-sums. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper we have given a set of sufficient conditions under which 3-sums 
preserve the Fulkerson property. The requirement hat 52 S have the sums of circuits 
property is fairly strong. The natural relaxation would be to require that R2 have the 
Fulkerson property with respect o each element in {e1,e2,e3}. 
Ours is only a partial result towards the characterization of sufficient conditions for 
3-sum compositions to preserve the Fulkerson property. However, the necessary 
conditions for 3-sum compositions to preserve the Fulkerson property are yet to be 
identified. In obtaining a complete characterization of matroids with the Fulkerson 
property with respect to a given element, the harder result is likely to be the 
decomposition of matroids having the Fulkerson property with respect to some 
element in the ground set. 
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